When I was growing up, I couldn’t wait for summer vacation! My family seemed to always have the perfect road trip planned, and often the destinations were many states away from my native Ohio. Before I entered middle school, I had visited over 25 states, walked the perimeter of the Grand Canyon, marveled at the splendor of Niagara Falls, and crossed the borders into both Canada and Mexico. The destinations were only part of the fun. There were also the games we played along the way: 20 Questions, I Spy, a modified version of Wheel of Fortune that my dad made, and more. There were tons of books and travel documents for me to read since I was often asked to help the family make choices about stops along the way.
Even though I usually mourned the end of summer, I was often excited for that first day of school. I couldn’t wait to share with my classmates during the annual “what did you do this past summer?” discussion. Not only would I have great stories to tell, there would always be some cool artifact to share. My learning truly didn’t stop simply because the school year ended.

Only later did it dawn on me that not everyone continued to experience learning during the summers. As an elementary teacher in Elyria, Ohio, a small urban district about 30 miles west of Cleveland, I looked forward to asking my students the question all my teachers had asked me that first day of school: “What did you do this summer?” However, I quickly realized that many of the students in my school didn’t have families who could provide road trips, summer camps, or other types of learning experiences. Their stories were mainly about roaming the neighborhood, hanging out at the mall, and watching television. It didn’t take me long to recognize these were often the same students who had the greatest challenges remembering what they had learned the previous school year. As a result, we spent most of the first few months of school “reviewing” the previous year’s material. I was experiencing summer learning loss firsthand; I just didn’t know what it was.

Like many other teachers, I was caught up in a pattern that is playing out in many schools and districts:

1. Teachers work very hard all year to make sure their students know the content.

2. Summer happens.

3. Teachers start a new school year working extremely hard to reteach last year’s content, particularly for their lower income students (sometimes blaming the teacher in the previous grade for not doing a good enough job).

4. Teachers feel pressured because of all the new content they are required to help students learn and get frustrated that some of their children are so far behind.

5. Despite this, teachers continue to do their best to make sure students learn the new content.

6. Summer happens, the achievement gap widens.

7. Repeat.

When it comes to summer learning loss, the phrase “If I knew then what I know now” rings especially true for me. If I had known that many youth lose two months in math skills over the summer but that low-income youth also lose more than two months in reading achievement. If I had known the effects of the “summer slide” are cumulative and significantly contribute to the achievement gap between lower and higher income children. If I had known that summer learning loss accounts for about two-thirds of the ninth grade achievement gap in reading! If I had known that four out of five of low-income students were falling being in reading by the end of third grade, and that they were four times more likely to drop out of high school than their peers who were reading proficiently.

The reality is that teachers, schools, and districts know these things and have the opportunity to respond. According to Making Summer Count, a report commissioned by The Wallace Foundation and written by researchers at Rand, rigorous studies of voluntary summer programs, mandatory summer programs, and programs that encourage students to read at home in the summer have all found positive effects on student achievement. The combined evidence from these studies suggests that all these types of summer learning programs can mitigate learning losses and even lead to achievement gains. The follow-up report from Rand, Getting to Work on Summer Learning, offers some specific guidance to school district leaders interested in launching or improving summer learning programs:

- commit to having a summer program by January;
- include both district and site-level staff in planning;
- deliver planning templates to site leaders;
- anchor the program in a commercially available and evidence-based curriculum;
- standardize the curriculum across district sites;
- include strategies for differentiation in curriculum materials to accommodate at least two ability levels;
In a few months, thousands of children will be sitting in SUVs or airplanes in great anticipation of their upcoming summer vacations. Others will be deeply engaged in summer learning experiences sponsored by their school districts and local organizations. Wherever they are, I hope their learning is continuing—our collective success depends on it!
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